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ANYBODY ( WHO (   SOMEBODY (
 

                         

 

 

 

 

01     Is   there  anybody   in    this   room ?  

  Yes,   there   is   somebody  in   this  room.  

              

02    Is   there  anybody  speaking  to  you  ? (  

   Yes,   there  is   somebody  speaking   to   me. 

03    Is   there  anybody  sitting  on  that  chair ? 

  Yes,   there  is   somebody  sitting  on   that   chair. 

Read Loudly ! 
 

01. There  is  not  anybody  sitting  in this  room. 
02. There  is  not  anybody  cooking  in this  kitchen. 
03. There  is  not  anybody  teaching  in this  class. 
04. There  is  not  anybody  reading  in that  house. 
05. There  is  not  anybody  reading book  in this  room. 
06. There  is   nobody  sitting there  in that  room. 
07. There  is   nobody  speaking to him.   
08. There  is   nobody  speaking to her.      

Bswjk evK¨¸‡jv

ZvovZvwo  

GKUvi GKUv

– 

 wj‡LI †d‡jv ! 

 

Read 

Loudly 

eBUv

cÖvB‡fU  

wUDUi  

†Zvgvi m¨vi ! 
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04   WHAT  DO  THE  WORDS  “ANYBODY”  AND   “SOMEBODY”  MEAN?                
“ANYBODY”   “SOMEBODY”    

Anybody somebody 

  The      words      “anybody”      and      “somebody”     mean       someone.     
anybody          somebody           

ANYBODY SOMEBODY 

05  What’s    the difference between “anybody”    and  “somebody” ? 
“anybody”      “somebody”  ?  

 

ANYBODY SOMEBODY-

 

06 A    The   difference   between   “anybody”      and     “somebody”       is    that   
“ANYBODY”  “SOMEBODY”  

 

 B     we   use      “anybody”     in   interrogative     and     negative    sentences,      
ANYBODY    

 

 C     but     we     use     “somebody”      in      positive     sentences. 

-evsjv A_©-  

ANYBODY SOMEBODY ANYBODY 
SOMEBODY 

GKB ai‡bi evK¨ practice Kiv hvK 

1. The difference  between  caps  and  shoes  is  that  
we  wear  caps  on the head  while  we use shoes  on the  feet. 

2. The difference  between  water  and  petrol  is  that  
we  use  water  for drinking  while  we use petrol  in  cars. 

3. The difference  between  pen  and  knife  is  that  
we  use  pen  to write  while  we use knife  to  cut. 

4. The difference  between  bed  and  kitchen  is  that  
we  sleep           in a         bed while  we cook in a  kitchen. 

5. The difference  between  shopping bag and school bag is that 
       shopping bag is for shopping while    school bag is for carrying books. 

{“ fvB-†evb‡KI G¸‡jv c‡o c‡o, e‡j e‡j †kvbvI ”} 

A + B + C wg‡j GKUv eo evK¨ ! 
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07    Is there anybody sitting on the floor ? 
           

  No, there  is  not  anybody  sitting  on  the  floor. 
 

08.   IS  THERE  ANYBODY   IN  THIS  ROOM   WEARING  A  HAT? 

  

  No,   there   is    not    anybody     in   this    room     wearing    a   hat. 

 

09     Is   there  anybody   in  the  corridor ?   

 No,  there  is  not  anybody in the corridor.  
 

Read Quickly 
 

01. There  is  somebody  in  this  building. 
02. There  is  somebody  in  this  house.   
03. There  is  somebody  in  that  room.   
04. There  is  somebody  in  that  car.    
05. There  is  somebody  speaking  to them.   
06. There  is  somebody  speaking  to him.     
07. There  is  somebody  sitting  on that chair. 
08. There  is  somebody  standing  on the floor. 
09. There  is  somebody  waiting  here. 
10. You  are  going  to Dhaka. 17. She  is  giving  me  water. 
11. Harun  is  going  to school. 18. He  is  sending  me  a mail. 
12. Roton  is  going  to Khulna. 19. She  is  sending  him  money. 
13. Rupa  is  going  to office. 20. He  is  giving   her   money. 
14. Ruma  is  going  home. 21. We  are  giving   him  money.  
15. She  is  writing  a letter. 22. We  like  football. 
15. She  is  writing  an essay. 23. They  like  cricket. 
16. He  is  cleaning  the table. 24. She  likes milk. 

 

NOT ANYBODY CORRIDOR (  
 

{“Read, Read and Read”}
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- bZzb kã wkwL- 

 
 

 

GB bZzb †kLv kã w`‡q evK¨ evbv‡bv practice Kiv hvK: 
 

10.   WHO    IS     SPEAKING     ENGLISH    IN    THIS   ROOM  ?  

                  

     

   I       am       speaking      English      in      this      room 
 

                       

11.    WHO    IS    SPEAKING      FRENCH    IN    THIS    ROOM ?   

     
 

  Nobody       is       speaking      French       in       this       room 

 

12.   WHO    ARE    WEARING    SHOES    IN   THIS   ROOM ?  

                    

       
  

   We  are wearing     shoes   in this  room.    
 

              
 

NOBODY

Ò c‡o eyS‡j ZLb evwb‡q wjL‡ZI cvi‡e Ó 
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13.    WHO     IS     WEARING     A     HAT     IN     THIS     ROOM ? 

                     

  
      

    Nobody      is       wearing      a      hat      in       this      room. 

                           

14. m¨vi  Who is  giving   you an  English lesson ? (  

                   

                 

 QvÎ    You        are        giving      me        an        English        lesson 
              

15.   Who  is   in  the  corridor ?   

              

  Nobody  is   in    the   corridor.  

 
 

01. Nobody  is    in  this  room. 
02.  Nobody  is    in  that  class. 
03. Nobody  is    in  this  house. 
04. He  is  speaking  Bangla  in this room. 
05. She  is  speaking  Arabic  in this room. 
06. We  are  speaking  Hindi  in this room. 
07. They  are  speaking  Japanese  in this room. 
08. Rana  is  wearing  Panjabi  in this room. 
09. They  are  wearing  cap  in this room. 
10. We  are  wearing  shoes  in this room. 
11. She  is  wearing  saree   in this room. 
12. The men  are  wearing  watch  in this room. 

Ò wb‡Pi Bswjk evK¨¸‡jv LvZvq 1 evi wjL‡j Zzwg DcK…Z n‡e Ó 

English-†qB A_© †evSvi †Póv K‡iv 

           GB evK¨¸‡jv m‡PZbfv‡e wk‡Lv : 

                             They, we, men cÖf…wZ 

plural-  c‡i are  

 he, she, ivbv cÖf…wZ 

singular-  c‡i  

‘is’   
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GB bZzb †kLv kã w`‡q Pjyb evK¨ evbv‡bv practice Kiv hvK: 
  

 

16.   WHAT     AM     I     DOING ?    You      are      walking 

            

17.    WHERE     AM      I      WALKING     TO ?                  
                      

   You’re   walking   to   the   window.  {  present Kb&wUwbD&Avm& †UÝ& } 

18.    DO       YOU       LIKE       WALKING ?                      
                   

  Yes,        I         like         walking. 

               
 

  
 

 

19.     DOES      SHE      LIKE       WALKING ?            
                   ?

       

   Yes,       she        likes        walking

 

WALK (  

{“Bswjk †kLvi mwVK, mnR I mij c_ n‡”Q GUvB”}

18 19
walking 

KvRUv‡K eySv‡”Q| 

18 19

walking noun we‡kl¨)

 is walking 

are walking

A_© n‡jv ÔnuvwU‡Z‡QÕ  

continuous

Kx like walking

walking 

like- object ( )  
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THE SAME AS x ( x); DIFFERENT FROM y (= y  

            x y
 

 

20    ARE     YOUR     SHOES     THE     SAME     AS      MY     SHOES ?   
            

  

    No,     my    shoes     are    not    the    same    as     your    shoes,    but   
 

                                                   they      are      different      from      your     shoes. 

21.   Are    the   French  the  same   as    the  Russians ? 

same   

   No,  the  French  are   not   the  same  as  the  Russians, 
               but    the  French   are   different  from         the  Russians.
 

22    Are   your  eyes   the  same  colour   as  your  mouth ?       

   

  No,  my   eyes   are   not   the   same        colour  as      my  mouth, 
             but    they          are                   different  colour  from  my  mouth 

 

 

-Ò BK¡iv = c‡ov Ó- 
1. The  Americans  are not  the same  as  Indians,  

but  they  are  different  from  Indians. 
2. The  Russians  are not  the same  as  Canadians,  

but  they  are  different  from  Canadians. 

 †Zvgvi w¯úwKs + ivBwUs mylgvgwÛZ n‡e GB `yB page-Gi evK¨ w`‡q ! 

ivwkqvbiv 
 

†d«Âiv

the

Russian  

iæk fvlv|  

French  

divmx fvlv|  
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23.    DO     THE     PEOPLE      IN       GERMANY          SPEAK  

                                   
    

 THE   SAME   LANGUAGE           AS THE  PEOPLE  IN  JAPAN ?       

 

 

 

 

No,  the  people in Germany do not speak the same language as the people 
in Japan, but they speak a different language from the people in Japan. 

 
 

 

24   Which  is   right   to  say,  “people  are”  or   “people   is”? 
                ?

“people  are” “people is” ?

   It   is  right  to   say   “people are”.  (= “people are”  
 

-Ò BK¡iv = c‡ov Ó-  
 
 

1. Do the  people  in India  speak  the same language  as the people  in Thailand? 

2. Do the  children  in Nepal  eat  the same food  as the children  in America? 

3. Do the  women  in Brazil  wear  the same clothes  as the women  in Korea? 

4. Do the  people  in London  like  the same food  as the people  in China? 

5. Your  pens  are not  the same  as  my pens,  

but  they  are  different  from  my  ones. 

6. Your  brothers  are not  the same  as my brothers,  

but  they  are  different  from my brothers. 

7. Your  boxes  are not  the same  as  my  boxes,  

but  they are  different  from  my  ones. 

8. Your  friends  are not  the same  as  my friends,  

but  they  are  different  from  my  friends. 

ÒGB page-  evK¨¸‡jv evsjv‡`wk student-  cv‡i bvÓ  

as

ejv I †jLv 

iß K‡iv!! 

as
†h‡nZz  

0 to Hero # 30 
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LESSON # 13 

-MR. KAMAL’S - 

25. This   is   the   suit   of   Mr.    Kamal,    =    this    is     Mr.   Kamal’s    suit.  

 

 We  prefer   to  use  “Mr.   Kamal’s   suit”   and   not  “the   suit   of   Mr. Kamal”. 

“Mr. Kamal’s suit” use “the suit of Mr. Kamal”
 

 

e¨vL¨v 
 

This is the book of Rana This is Rana’s book 

‘of s 
 

26     Is    this   Mr.   Kamal’s   dress ?  

  No,   it   is   not   Mr. Kamal’s   dress,   but   it    is    Mrs.    Kamal’s    dress  
              

27.    IS  THIS  MR. KAMAL’S SHIRT ?  

   Yes,  it  is  Mr.  Kamal’s  shirt. 

28.    Is    this   Mr.   Kamal’s   arm ?   

  

   No,  it  is  not   Mr.   Kamal’s   arm,   but   it   is  Mr. Khan’s  arm.
 

†Rv‡i †Rv‡i K‡qKevi c‡ov ! 
 
 

1. This is not  Mr. Hasan’s shirt, but  this  is  Mr. Rony’s  shirt. 
2. It     is  not  Sumi’s dress,  but  it  is  Rupa’s  dress. 
3. It     is  not  Tomal’s ball,  but  it  is Roton’s  ball. 
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STAND UP SIT DOWN ( UP ( DOWN  

 
 

29.    WHAT  IS  MY   RIGHT   HAND  DOING ?   

   Your  right  hand  is   moving  up  and  down. (

30. WHAT    AM     I     DOING ?  
 

  You  are  standing up. 

31.   WHAT    AM    I    DOING ?  

  You’re  sitting  down.
 

                     †Rv‡i †Rv‡i c‡ov 
 

1. The  bird  is  flying  in the sky. 
2. The  child  is  playing  in the field. 
 

MÖvgv‡ii †`‡k 

1 is flying DËi: in the sky 

is flying  continuous tense- verb

ÔDo‡QÕ in the sky 

in the sky adverb 

verb adverb

Obama, Gates adverb / pronoun 

MÖvgvwUKvj term ev kã wb‡q gv_v Nvgvb bv|  

SSC / HSC / fwZ© / PvKzwii cixÿvq G¸‡jv DËi w`‡Z cv‡iv|  

- bZzb kã wkwL- 
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32.    DO      YOU      SIT      DOWN     AFTER      THE      CLASS ? 
 

  No,  I don’t sit  down   after the  class,   but   I  stand  up    after  the class. 
 

 

- bZzb kã wkwL- 
 

GB bZzb †kLv kã w`‡q evK¨ evbv‡bv practice Kiv hvK: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

33.    WHAT       DO      WE       CALL       THIS ? ) 

              
 

   We     call     this     an     arm     (or    a   handkerchief,   a    leg    etc.) 

               

34.   WHAT    DO    WE    CALL     THE    PEOPLE    IN    FRANCE ?   

  We call the people in France French. (  

35.  WHAT DO WE CALL  THE THING  WE WEAR  ON OUR HEADS ?   

   

CALL (  

# 34 35 
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  We  call  the  thing  we  wear  on  our  heads  a  hat.
 

-e¨vL¨v-  

(A) We call the thing a hat = 

†Kvb& thing? which we wear on our heads. 

which- We call the thing we wear on our heads a hat. 

-GKB ai‡bi evK¨-  
 

1. We  call  the things  which  we  wear   on  the legs shoes. 

2. We  call  the thing   which  we  use   in  cooking salt. 

3. We  call  the thing     we  wear   on  our finger a ring. 

 
 

 

 

 

- bZzb kã wkwL- 

CAN’T ( CANNOT ( ) - 
 

 
 

GB bZzb †kLv kã w`‡q evK¨ evbv‡bv practice Kiv hvK: 
 

36                            

 WHAT  IS  THE  NEGATIVE  OF  “CAN”?  The negative of “can” is “cannot”. 

“ “can”- “cannot”.) 
 

 What      is      the    contraction    of      “cannot” ?  cannot-  

“cannot” ?   

  The contraction of “cannot” is “can’t”. (cannot- “can’t” ) 

 

which 
(A) 
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37.    CAN      YOU      SPEAK           CHINESE ?              

? 
 

[Chinese = ]

    No,      I      can’t    speak      Chinese.  

 
 

38.    CAN    YOU     PUT    THE    TABLE    INTO   YOUR   POCKET ? 

  No,      I      cannot      put      the      table      into      my      pocket. 
 

39.     CAN     YOU     TOUCH     THE     CEILING ?              

  No, I  cannot touch the ceiling

-Read loudly the following similar sentences-  

1. Since he   is  weak, he  can’t  move  the table.  

2. Since she  is  small, she  can’t  push  the car into the parking space.  

3. Since  I   am  poor, I  can’t  buy  a car. 

4. Since  a chair  is  big, he  can’t  put  it into his pocket. 

(‘Can’t = L¨vb&U& ejvi Af¨vm K‡iv)  


